
The business world is immensely different today than it was two years ago, and
most of the change can be credited to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Although the virus has affected some of the businesses more than others,
everyone in the business has felt at least some effect from Covid-19. Many
leaders have learned a lot of important things due to this experience.

Some entrepreneurs are reconsidering their business’ core operational
processes, from spending to remote working arrangements. Entrepreneurs have
realized that they need to maintain a sharper-than-ever focus on lean
operations, which means for many companies, it’s the right time to outsource.

Many companies are looking for end-to-end digital transformation of their
finance function. The demand for comprehensive engagements in the finance
and accounting domain is increasing, minimizing siloes between IT and
business processes. With the advent of COVID-19, the significance of
disruptive technologies in transforming the finance function has emerged
more than ever before. Many executives are striving to outsource the
strategic and judgement-intensive finance domain, as opposed to only
transaction-intensive finance operations.
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The CFO’s position has changed dramatically as the marketplace has become increasingly disruptive. Organizations all over the

world depend on their finance and accounting functions to handle higher transactional volumes with fewer people, optimise

cash flows while reducing revenue leakages, reduce reconciliation time while improving reporting accuracy, and deliver better

business insights from their data across various stakeholders.

Automation and digitalization are the only solutions for CFOs to effectively handle the growing value and complexity of their

work. 
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Revenue for Finance and Accounting Business
Process Outsourcing Service Market has grown
substantially over the six years to 2020 as a
result of strengthening macroeconomic
conditions and healthier demand, however with
current economic slowdown and Face-off with
COVID-19 Industry Players are seeing Big
Impact in operations and identifying ways to
keep momentum. 

Finance and Accounting Business Process
Outsourcing Service Market estimates rely
extensively on both the volume and value and
due to slowdown price fluctuation in widening
demand and supply gap. 

In the new normal, having round-the-clock
operations is definitely beneficial for business.

F&A MARKET UPDATES

Finance and accounting (F&A) organizations will not
renew 60% of their existing business process
outsourcing (BPO) contracts by 2025 because of
outdated pricing models that do not drive digitization
and process improvement, according to Gartner, Inc.
Another large shift that Gartner predicts in this market is
that by 2023, 40% of finance organizations will
consolidate to a single outsourcing service provider for
all F&A operations, up from 24% in 2019. 
Automation was a key differentiator during the
pandemic. As F&A clients begin to leverage new
technologies that automate complex, dynamic processes
requiring human judgement using a combination of
automation tools, they will aspire to a state that Gartner
calls “hyperautomation” and the ability to enable this will
be a key differentiator among BPO providers in the
contract selection process. 

The F&A outsourcing market is projected to
reach over US$16.5 Billion by the year 2025,
making it an essential part of the industry.

Here is why?

Sources:
https://www.gartner.com/
https://www.aeresearch.net/
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The era of headcount-based BPO, where the cost is calculated based on the number of full time equivalents (FTEs) needed to
complete the work, is becoming obsolete in an age when conducting finance processes efficiently is not reliant on large pools
of labor. Automation efforts have resulted in fewer, or no humans, required to deliver the work.
BPO providers have invested in capabilities that allow them to reposition themselves from just a delivery model service for
transactional activities with partial automation to one that can meet finance buyers’ objective to become digital.
These providers have several advantages when it comes to effecting successful automation initiatives: Economies of scale,
large volumes of transactional data and global access to digital talent in the form of software engineers and data scientists. 

Different Pricing Models for Sourcing Objectives:-

F&A TRANSFORMATION

Viaante’s F&A offerings leverages industry know-how and proven best practices. Our breadth of global

engagements, with experiences across multiple industries, enables us to deliver quality business outcomes and

operational efficiencies that accelerate your F&A transformation. By associating with us you can experience an

increase in payment accuracy, accelerated revenue cycles, and gain faster access to information.

Buyers are motivated to remain committed to automation roadmaps implemented by the provider because of the opportunity
to move to a volume-based pricing model, which is competitively priced and offers greater transparency on the calculation of
costs. However, buyers who feel they are not reaping the right productivity gains from their automation progress will seek
alternative pricing structures from new providers.
There is a network effect with automation, and the more disparate F&A processes that can be consolidated into a single
interconnected automation initiative, the greater the potential gains are.

Access to Labor Arbitrage 
FTE-Based Pricing – Buyer and
provider agree on the number of FTEs
required to complete the work and the
fully loaded price per FTE. 
OR
Fixed-Fee Pricing – Buyer and provider
agree on a fixed price for a defined
scope of work.

Fix Finance Processes 
A mix of: 

FTE-Based Pricing + FixedFee Pricing
+ Transaction Based Pricing - Buyer
and provider agree on a price per unit
transaction of the outsourced activity.

Digital Transformation 
A mix of: 

Transaction-Based Pricing + Gain-
Share Agreements - Buyer and provider
receive payouts from improvement and
successive outcomes of digital
transformation efforts.

OBJECTIVE A OBJECTIVE B OBJECTIVE C

https://www.viaante.com/services/finance-accounting-outsourcing/


Managing the finances of a small business requires discipline and desire, as well as the proper processes and controls. Small firms may

substantially reduce their funding and accounting gaps by having access to the correct tools and resources and leveraging technology

advancements. A professional finance and accounting firm like Viaante Business Solutions can help a small business that does not have a

fully staffed financial department.
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Starting and maintaining a small business is never simple, and running a business without adequate financing
and operating capital is nearly impossible. When you’re running a small business, you need to remain on top of
your bookkeeping. Your firm will fall before it flourishes if you don’t manage debt, receivables, and marketing
spending properly. The key to small business financial discipline is to realistically balance needs and wants. 
Here are some essential tips for small businesses:

ESSENTIAL F&A TIPS FOR SMALL
BUSINESSES

Invest in the future and growth
Small business owners should not overlook their role and personal contribution to the company and should
compensate themselves appropriately. It’s important to make sure that the business and personal finances are in
good working order.

Maintain good business credit
As the company grows, the business owners may wish to buy more commercial real estate, get more insurance
policies, and take out more to facilitate all these pursuits. Getting clearance for all of these trades and
acquisitions can be tough if your company has bad credit. Pay off all of the debts as soon as possible to maintain
good credit.

Maintain Accurate Records
A solid record-keeping system is critical for small businesses to have in place. It is vital that the accounts are
current and accurate in order to prepare true and fair annual accounts.

Have a Good Billing Strategy
Managing small business finances also includes managing cash flow to ensure that your company runs smoothly
on a daily basis. It may be time to get creative with how to bill particular consumers or clients if there is trouble
collecting payments from them.

 
VISIT OUR BLOG FOR MORE TIPS

https://www.viaante.com/2021/06/11/7-essential-finance-and-accounting-tips-for-small-businesses/
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VIAANTE
$10 Billion Invoices processed each year through the effective implementation and execution of enterprise-wide

BPM automation and digitalization efforts at scale. 

99.99% Accuracy Rate achieved by point automation and end-to-end automation solutions, contributing to the

development of a quality compliant business ecosystem. 

30-40% Cost Reduction ensuring a secondary source of revenue generation in addition to that generated by

business as normal. 

50+ Man Years of experience managed by team of practioners who were Controllers and CFO’s for Global

Corporations

PRACTICE
HIGHLIGHTS

AN IDEAL PARTNER
FOR ALL F&A NEEDS
-VIAANTE

The key to transitioning towards digital acceleration is to incorporate the power of Automation into your business

operations. If you’re looking for assistance and a cost-effective way to streamline Finanace & Accounting for boosting

your bottom line, you should definitely opt for Viaante Business Solutions.

Viaante's Finance and Accounting Outsourcing (F&A BPO) solutions take care of the complete needs of the finance

functions i.e. Procure to Pay (P2P), Order to Cash (Q2C) and Record to Report (R2R) cycles apart from General Ledger

Accounting and Financial Planning support. In addition, we offer our proprietary technology for Accounts Payable, Billing

and Vendor Management. We also provide F&A Business process as a Service Platform (Bpaas) reducing your upfront

investments into platforms to deliver maximum value to your business.

For more information on our services, log on to www.viaante.com

To stay connected, Follow us on our social platforms.

VIAANTE's

NEWS
VIAANTE's

BLOGS

GET IN TOUCH WITH US FOR
FREE CONSULTATION marketing@viaante.com

https://www.facebook.com/viaantebusinesssolutionsprivatelimited/
https://in.linkedin.com/company/viaante-business-solutions-limited
https://twitter.com/viaante
https://www.instagram.com/viaantebusinesssolutions/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxx6y-c7wmlqdubT3bcH8hg
http://www.viaante.com/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--YybkN7Reru5RE-1PBKtSz2P8HKsiV7fTFTUID3meYOY-_wzPJhwov8D0do9lJ7JJ0lcef
https://www.viaante.com/resource-center/news/
https://www.viaante.com/resource-center/news/
https://www.viaante.com/resource-center/blogs/
https://www.viaante.com/resource-center/blogs/

